Agenda

Attendance: Eva Santos, Anne Juelle Peele, Abby O’Connor, Holly Didi-Ogren, Christopher Murphy, Rita King, Michael Ochs, Stephen Tomkiel, Deborah Hutton

1) Review of Minutes
   ● Approved

2) PSY470 Gender Designation
   ● Designation is approved

3) Finalizing Recommendation on LL Designations
   ● Changes approved
     ○ Adding descriptive language for “The Core” and “3 Cs”
     ○ Changed the recommendation to change “Civil Responsibilities”
       ■ New Recommendation: “Social Justice”
     ○ Changed language for PAWS Re-Organizations to be more consistent and accurate to departmental functions
       ■ Course Title (Course Numbers)
       ■ “Senior Capstone or Third Level Writing Intensive”
   ● Recommendations document updated
   ● Memo detailing changes composed
   ● Next meeting
     ○ Re-evaluating Liberal Learning outcomes